PRODUCT RANGE

FAST-GRIND®
TOOLS

ARTICLE CODE

DESCRIPTION

FGMT0050
FGMT0100
FGMT0200
FGMT0400
FGMT0800

FAST-GRIND® BROWN GRIT 50 WET
FAST-GRIND® BLACK GRIT 100 WET
FAST-GRIND® BLUE GRIT 200 WET
FAST-GRIND® RED GRIT 400 WET
FAST-GRIND® WHITE GRIT 800 DRY&WET

TECHNICAL DATA

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

WEIGHT
SIZE
Connector
Spacer
Packaging

FAST-GRIND® consist of 12mm superior resin diamond bond segments.
They are designed in a unique shape with ample space between the
segment to increase water flow and reduce clumping of dirt. The
segments are glued on a rubber spacer to increase flexibility and contact
with the floor.

RECOMMENDED
USE

690 gr / 24,4oz
90mmL x 110mmB x 25mmH / 3,5”L x 4,3”B x 1”H
Magnetic plate
Flexible rubber
Per box of 3 pieces

CLEANING &
STORAGE
After using the FAST-GRIND® TOOLS, clean them with water and store
them in a dry place.

FAST-GRIND® BROWN 50: For a ‘pepper and salt’ structure
FAST-GRIND® BLACK 100g: to remove curing and tire tracks
FAST-GRIND® BLUE 200g: creates a matt look
FAST-GRIND® RED 400g: creates a semi gloss look
FAST-GRIND® WHITE 800g: creates a gloss look

UNIQUE
DESIGN
The Fast-Grind® tools are designed with 12mm top quality resin bond diamond
offering incredible polishing results and a superior tool life.
The unique shape is designed with ample space between the segments so water and
dirt can easily flow through and not clump up between the segments, increasing both
the polishing result and the tool life.
The flexible rubber pad between the diamond and the magnetic plate allows the tools to
follow the floor perfectly and compensate for uneven parts.
The Fast-Grind® tools are equiped with a magnetic plate that easily snaps on the drive
plate allowing you to change the tools extremely fast and with minimal effort.
The Fast-Grind® tools are equiped with a magnetic plate that easily snaps on the drive
plate allowing you to change the tools extremely fast and with minimal effort.
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